Stanstead Abbotts
Changes to the Old Village Centre
1820 to 1870
By
Stuart Moye
Stanstead had grown into a Hertfordshire town of some importance by the time of the
Domesday Book of 1086 and undoubtedly had a regular market. It is the road junction at the
end of the High Street some four feet above the level of the regular floods that provided an
ideal location for an early market place. The usual shape of such C10th market places was
triangular with a road leading into each corner. The triangular open space at the end of
Roydon Road where it meets Cappell Lane and the High Street thus became the heart of the
early town. The market itself faded away during the C12th and at the end of the C13th a large
watermill was built that was to dominate this part of the village for many centuries. The
millstream that provided its power cut across the open space as a simply fenced open
channel, a feature that was to remain until the1860s. Although not especially obvious today a
triangular open space in front of the Red Lion was still notably evident in 1820.
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The base map used above was surveyed in 1938 and gives an idea how the demolished
buildings [in red] relate to the modern road layout and buildings. The green triangle outlines
the extent of the wide open space that once existed. The blue lines indicate how the
millstream cut through this area and how the mill angled at ninety degrees to it further intruded
into the space. The road layout shown on the base map dates from 1934 and shows how
much of the original open space is enclosed by the modern brick wall that runs along the back
of the gardens in Mill Race. The names of road are those in use on official documents in the
1800s. Stanstead Street was the name used for of the main road all the way from the River
Lea Bridge to the Red Lion then round the corner and on towards Cats Hill.
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A VIEW OF STANSTEAD ABBOTTS BETWEEN 1810 AND 1834

The above sketch is based on one by Frederick Lupino who made a range of coloured and
black and white sketches of the area around Hertford between 1810 and 1819 with more
created between 1826 and 1834. Although he did not date this sketch in Stanstead Abbotts it
gives us an insight into the appearance of this part of the village some 200 years ago. The
Red Lion on the left and the Clock House right of centre appear very much as they do today,
but the Swan in the centre and the Griffin to the right have long since gone.

A similar but more distant view
of the sketch above.
It can be seen that the brick
wall beyond the cottages on
the right removes what was
once the main highway to
Roydon before 1865. The
cottages are thought to have
had little or no garden until the
changes of 1865/66. The
Millstream once ran close to
the two traffic Islands seen in
the mid distance.
[Image taken May 2014]

The years 1820 to 1870 cover a period of time when the traditional property ownership of the
Lord of the Manor was beginning to be broken up. This was initially set in motion when the last
of the direct descendants of Sir Edmund Fielde died in 1783. Paul Fielde the last of Sir
Edmund’s sons to be the Lord of the Manor left no male heirs and the estate passed to his
cousin The Reverend Thomas Fielde, Rector of Eastwick. Various parts of the Manor of
Stanstead Abbotts passed out of their ownership during his tenure and that of his son William
Henry Fielde and then William’s son, another William. After the death of William Henry Fielde
Junior, the executors of his will sold by auction, much of his property in the village. These
sales during the 1830s provide us with a contemporary description of the buildings and
businesses in the old centre of the village. In addition, during the 1860s the watermill that had
dominated this part of the village for centuries burnt down and a new one was erected on a
slightly different spot. Associated with this was the redesigning of the road layout. All these
events dramatically altered the appearance and character of the historic village centre.
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THE OLD CENTRE OF THE VILLAGE 200 YEARS AGO
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The diagrammatic map above gives a view of this part of the village as it existed throughout
the1820s and well into the 1830s. The three key roads are shown with their names as used at
the time. Today’s High Street was officially known as Stanstead Street but was otherwise
referred to as Tollbridge Street or Main Street. Chapel Lane changed to Park Road after the
1860s and the road to Roydon was called Vicarage Road in the later C19th. In 1820 many of
the key buildings shown still remained in the ownership of the Fielde family as part of the
Manor of Stanstead. In the intervening 200 years many of the buildings have been
demolished. Those that remain include the Red Lion, the Baeshe Grammar School [The Clock
House], The Three cottages next to the Griffin [survive as Nos. 2, 4 & 6 Roydon Road] and the
Bull Inn, now residential and business premises. It is worth noting that both the Red Lion and
the Griffin held considerable land to the rear of the main Inn building. The Red Lion even had
a small farm within its greater curtilage and the Griffin had considerable land attached to it as
well as owning many fields in the parish. It would be true to say that this area in 1820 was still
the village centre, a role it was to lose to the High Street by the 1880s.
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The Red Lion.
It is believed the building started life as a hall house built in the late 1400s when the manor
was held by the Abbot of Waltham. It underwent a rebuild some 200 years later, under the
manors ownership by the Fielde family, who arrived in 1678. The alteration were more likely to
have been completed during the Lordship of Edmund Fielde who inherited after his father’s
death in 1689. It was at this time the Inn acquired the long two storied frontage with gable
ends to the street familiar to us today. The building itself has for more years than anyone can
remember carried the date 1538 on its frontage. Oral history, passed down over the years,
has strongly suggested this was the date it became an Inn. To put the 1538 date into context
we need to go back to the 7th November 1530 when the Abbot of Waltham leased out the
Manor of Stanstead. This lease was designed to run for up to 61 years and was held by John
Rodes a gentleman of London and his wife Margaret, for a yearly rent of £25 6s 8d. In 1531
the Manor was transferred to Henry VIII with Sir Phillip Paris acting as overlord for a few
months for a low 4s 4d rental charge. The next spring Stanstead was given to Anne Boleyn
which she held until her execution in 1536, when ownership reverted to the crown. It was
recorded in the manorial records just a few weeks before the execution that John Rodes was
the Lord of the Manor by virtue of his tenancy. It may well be under his direction that the Red
Lion Inn came into being in 1538. It is unusual for an Inn to keep one name for so long.
However it is recorded that Thomas Graves Junior and John Olmstead were tenant landlords
at the Red Lion in Stanstead in the early 1600s. It can therefore be said that the Red Lion has
gone by that name for over 400 years at least. The Inn continued to trade throughout the
1700s and early 1800s owned by the Fielde family. That is until March 17th 1836 when it was
put up for auction along with other property for so long part of the Manor of Stanstead Abbots.

A 1930s view of the Red Lion with 1538 very distinctly above the front door. The picture was in
fact taken close to the 400 years anniversary of the public house. The persons standing
outside the front door may well be the landlord of the late 1930s Alfred Thorn and his wife.
The sign above their heads reads “The RED LION HOTEL – LUNCHEONS AND TEAS”
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The advertisement for the auction in March 1836 had this to say about the Red Lion Inn
“An eligibly situated and old established freehold Inn with the
most complete premises, including Brewhouse, ample stabling
and large farmyard together with compact farm attached thereto.”
It was purchased at the auction by Hawkes and Company and subsequently rented out to
Michael Woodhouse. Hawkes and Company was founded in 1780 as Brewers, Malsters, Wine
and Spirits Merchants in Bishops Stortford. They quickly built up their ownership of a large
number of public houses within delivery distance of the Brewery in Bishops Stortford.
They had accumulated 157 pubs by 1898 when sold to Benskins of Watford. A further sale, of
Benskins in 1957 to Inde Coope, saw the Red Lion again appropriately re-branded.
In 1840 it appears that the building dated to the C16th next to the Red Lion and its associated
line of C17th outbuildings behind it were all part of the Inn. This small building separated from
the main building by a carriageway was in the C20th to become a home and shop run by the
Springham Family. After 1836 when the Inn was owned by a brewery company many of the
outbuildings fell out of use, with the land behind the Inn being in time turned into pleasure
gardens. These gardens were to attract some of the visitors from the East End of London and
others that came for leisure to the village in increasing numbers as the C19th progressed.

A 2010 image which shows three buildings that have stood here together for centuries.
It shows the relationship between the Red Lion and the Clock House, in the right background,
once the Baeshe Grammar School. Only the Red Lion retains a commercial function the other
two are now in residential use. The jetted building to the left was part of the Inn in 1840 and
remains of the Inn’s timber gatehouse structure still remains on the side facing the Red Lion.
Large gate posts are still visible on both buildings, the once heavy tall wooden gates are
replaced today by a simple metal swinging boom set discreetly further back in the opening.
[The advertisement for the 1836 auction can be found at the end of this article]
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The Swan
This Pub was located on the other side of the millstream from the Red Lion. It appears on the
Lupino sketch but by the 1840 Tithe award is recorded as a house with stables owned by The
New River Coy. and a further considerable area of garden owned by Hawkes & Coy. The full
extent of the grounds stretched as far as the drainage channel still found today just beyond
the Victorian Terraced houses, around the first corner in Cappell Lane. Michael Woodhouse
the tenant at The Red Lion also rented the large garden area.

Another location that has been put forward for The Swan is the house which was No.1 Roydon
Road in 1948 [Today No. 9]. In the Village School survey of 1948 the location of this house
was noted as once the site of a public house. The dates that The Swan was in operation the
location now occupied by numbers 9 to 15 Roydon Road was a large prestigious house lived
in by the Hankins, a well-known village malting family. Therefore the pub alluded to in the
1948 school survey must have been another pub and not The Swan. [See map page 3]

A set of deeds for a house dated 1838 state that a new house had been built on an orchard
formerly belonging to The Swann public house. The pub was mentioned as being close to
Stanstead Mill. This suggests that The Swann was closed subsequent to its sale earlier in the
1830s. The Swan being sold separately to its orchard and field [a slip of meadow called
Mason’s Mead] also mentioned in the 1838 deeds. It is worth noting that Hawke & Coy.
Owned the land on both sides of the millstream. As the number of excursionists coming to the
village increased during the Victorian period the garden site on the east side of the millstream
was turned into an extension of the Red Lion pleasure gardens. Access was provided by
building a pedestrian bridge over the millstream to link the two properties. The former Swan
Inn, a house by 1838, appears to have been demolished before the mid 1860s.

A picture of the millstream with the Red Lion Inn to the left and the extension to the pleasure
gardens to the right. The footbridge seen with its associated advertisement on the fencing
linked the two properties owned by Hawkes and Company. This picture was taken from the
east bank of the millstream looking north towards Ware. The millstream provided the
opportunity for the Red lion to offer rowing boats for hire just beyond this bridge. Those who
hired a boat were able to venture upstream for some distance along the millstream.
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The Clock House
This was erected about 1636 by the Lord of the Manor, the second Edward Baesh, as part
of the earliest provisions he made under the Baesh Charity. It was built on the site of a former
chapel that had itself been built in the late 1200s. It is the earlier chapel which gave rise to the
name Chapel Lane which changed to Park Road in the late C19th until reverting to the more
Latinised form of Cappell Lane in the early C20th. It also gave rise to the naming of the fields
above the chapel as Chapelfields. Early records relate that;
“At the end of the C13th John son of John son of Robert Clericus had a licence
from the Abbot [Waltham] to build a chapel in honour of the Virgin Mary.”
In more modern language it tells us that John the grandson of Robert a former Vicar of
Stanstead was granted a licence to build a chapel at the end of the 1200s, dedicated to the
Virgin Mary. Local records show us that Robert de Lychdale was vicar in Stanstead from 1326
to 1333 but his tenure was too late for him to be the correct Robert. The Records of the Abbey
at Waltham do provide us with another Robert, a vicar of Stanstead in the first half of the
1200s. Mention is made of Robert the Clerk [Vicar] in the records in 1224 and 1228 as paying
rent for land and in 1230 he was granted a parcel of land in the Parish by the Abbot. This
would fit in well for a grandson to be building a chapel some 60 years later.
Edward Baesh’s Grammar School was used on Sundays to provide religious services and
he provided for a minister to take these services. The long walk up to St. James church being
somewhat onerous for the young and elderly was undoubtedly the reason why services were
held in the Grammar School building and the C12th chapel that previously existed. The school
continued to provide an education for local boys even after the local village school opened in
1869, which initially only provided for infants and girls. However from 1872 onwards boys from
the Baesh School began to apply for a transfer to the new village school. This subsequently
led to the closure of the Baesh Charity School in 1879. The village school was also
consecrated at this time allowing the Sunday services to also be transferred to the new
school. This situation was not to last long as the new Parish Church was opened close to the
village in1881. Now that the Grammar Schools building had lost its original purpose the
Baeshe Charity Trustees sold off the property in 1913, after which it became known as the
Clock House.

An 1834 sketch of the Baesh Grammar School with
the two railings either side of the bridge carrying the
Stanstead Street over the millstream in the
foreground. Outbuildings in the grounds of the Griffin
Inn can be glimpsed through the open gate to the
right of the picture. The rising land of Chapelfields
can be seen in the background.
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A 2014 view of the Clock House now a
private residence. The clock dates from
1788 and the cupola once hosted a
School / Chapel bell made in 1704

The Griffin Inn
This was a large Inn which was mentioned in official papers a number of times between 1740
and 1800. The name of “The Griffin” was quite common for new public houses in the late
1600s into the early 1700s. However the actually opening date of the Griffin in Stanstead
Abbotts has yet to be proven but the above provides some idea of when it may have opened.
The Griffin was a prestigious Inn of some size with extensive grounds and was at least on a
par with the Red Lion Inn. It stood opposite Stanstead Mill with its frontage right on the
Highway. The Griffin was put up for sale by auction at the Salisbury Arms in Hertford on
Saturday 18th June 1836. The advertisement for the auction gives an insight into the nature of
this Inn. It was noted that it had extensive cellars, three parlours, six quest rooms along with a
brewing capability, a dairy, stabling and a large yard and a paddock. The entire property was
purchased at the auction by the Allin family who were the millers at the water mill just across
the road. With The Griffin closed and the Miller living in the property it became known as The
Mill House. Part of the building was a home for the miller and the end nearest the mill a Corn
Shop and small dwelling.
[A copy of the full advertisement for the sale can be found at the end of this article]

The Mill House at Stanstead Abbotts as it appeared in the C20th.To the right the old cottages
which still survive today. The low wall and railings existed between 1866 and 1934.

The Three Cottages
A modern view left to right of nos. 2 - 6 Roydon Road. 2&4 date from the early C19th refaced in
the late C19th and number 6 was built in the C18th and refaced in the early C19th
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The Mill
A wooden watermill had dominated this part of the village since the end of the C13th straddling
the millstream which approached it as an open channel across the space in front of the Red
Lion and the Mill House. It had been part of the Manor of Stanstead’s property holdings since
it was built, until it was placed up for auction along with other manorial properties on the 17th
March 1836. It was purchased at the auction by the New River Company with the miller in
1840 recorded as Messrs Allin. It may seem strange that the New River Company [NRC] was
purchasing a watermill well away from the New River. However the NRC were under
considerable scrutiny and had been for some time. This concerned the amount of water they
were removing from the River Lea, which had been perceived as depriving millers of sufficient
water to power their mills. Also the NRC were to embark on a programme of pumping houses
which would inevitably lower the water table and add to the problem. In light of this,
purchasing Stanstead Mill was seen by the NRC as removing a possible future source of
serious criticisms. [The first NRC pumping station was built at Amwell Hill in 1847 the second
at Amwell End in 1867]. In 1851 there was a new miller at Stanstead Mill a Mr Richard Hunt
who had previously been the miller at Mardock Mill in the Valley of the Ash, on the other side
of Easneye. He was also living at this time in the old Griffin Inn building which was already
known as the Mill House. Richard Hunt was by the 1850s growing in wealth and had already
acquired considerable social and business standing in this part of Hertfordshire
It was under Richard Hunt’s tenancy that
a thorough modernisation of the mill was
undertaken, which led to considerable
changes to this part of the village. Not only
was a new mill to be built but a new road
layout was to be created in the triangle of
land between the Red Lion, The Mill House
and the Mill. Things did not go quite to plan
as almost immediately the new steam
driven mill was in operation it caught fire,
damaging the new mill and completely
destroying the ancient wooden mill. The fire
occurred in August 1864 and without any
undue delay work progressed in building
the mill that can still be seen today and
plans for a new road layout were finalised.
The road plans were submitted for approval
to the County and are recorded in the
Hertfordshire Session Rolls of October
1865. The new brick built mill was sited
slightly further south than the old mill and
no longer straddled the millstream. This
involved the demolition of a number of
cottages and the entrance to the mill was
also in consequence moved further south.
The old mill had intruded awkwardly into
the public highway and once demolished
this created the space for a new road
layout to be constructed. This was to
involve more demolition and quite a
dramatic change to the appearance of this
part of the village.

An early photograph of the old mill at
Stanstead taken from Chapel Lane. The
chimney is part of the new mill inside
which the fire started. This picture can be
dated to late 1863 to August 1864.
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AFTER THE ROAD LAYOUT CHANGES IN 1865/6
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The main road from Roydon had previously run from the corner at the bottom of the map
northwards right in front of the Mill House. On reaching the Grammar School it took a sharp
turn to cross a narrow bridge over the millstream leading into the road today we call The High
Street. An application was made to close this route and replace it with a new 25 feet wide
carriageway from the previously mentioned corner to run north westerly close to the new mill
crossing the millstream by a new bridge and then straight on to the Bull Inn where there was a
tight turn into Stanstead Street [High Street]. A tight corner which has in more modern times
caused endless problems with larger lorries trying to navigate their way through the village.
The Mill House owned by Mr Richard Hunt acquired a large forecourt and pool of water
guarded from public incursions by large iron gates and a long low brick wall topped by railings.
The wall ran from the Grammar School at one end to the gates by the cottages opposite the
new mill at the other. The old Blacksmith’s Shop once the domain of the blacksmith Henry
Suckling was attached to the eastern end of the Bull Inn and thus needed to be demolished to
make way for the new road. The Old Swan Inn building had by 1865 been removed, the land
on which it had stood being owned by the New River Company, a beneficiary of the revised
course of the millstream and the new mill. The millstream was redirected to reach the site of
the new mill and the old course was culverted under the road and acted as an overflow
channel with a fixed height weir at its upper end. The tenants in the three cottages opposite
the new mill were no doubt pleased to gain longer front gardens because of the changes.
By 1870 this area had been transformed from what it had been 50 years before. Many of
the changes were related to the growth of a large brewer with a growing number of tied public
house, as well as the increasing demand for flour leading to the modernisation of the mill. One
wonders if Richard Hunt would have built a new mill had he known that within 20 years
imported wheat from the New World would see his mill reduced to grinding cattle food. The
road layout that his changes created in 1865 remain today albeit in a modified form. This part
of the village was to lose its importance as the centre of the village by the1880s a role that
transferred to the High Street as the number of shops and range of goods on offer increased.
Appendix on next two pages
Stuart Moye

August 2020
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APPENDIX
This appendix contains re-typed copies of the two original advertisements for
auctions that took place in 1836 and saw a considerable part of the old centre of
the village sold to new owners. It is these two auctions which provided the
opportunities for the New River Company and Hawkes and Company to take
possession of a significant number of the properties in this part of Stanstead. Their
business interests then leading on to the changes that subsequently took place.
The descriptions of the two Inns gives an indication of the range of activities
associated with such large Inns and the wide range of services they offered.
Of interest on the second advertisement is the mention of; ‘An extensive right of fishing in the River Lea’.
This right of fishing dates back to the grant of the Manor of Stanstead to the
Abbot of Waltham by Henry II in 1182 with the extensive fishing rights added by
Henry III in 1253. At the auction the rights to fishing were purchased by the New
River Company and in 1841 a very significant part of the rights were bought by
Amwell Magna Fisheries, which still fish part of the Old Lea and the millstream.
It is interesting to note that both advertisements refer to this part of the village
as the most eligible / advantageous part of the village for an Inn. Today, despite all
the changes the Red Lion Inn continues its long history of trading as an Inn.

TO BREWERS, INNKEEPERS, PUBLICANS
AND OTHERS

STANSTEAD, HERTS
ELIGIBLE

COMPRISING THAT

OLD ESTABLISHED INN
With a BREWERY attached
CALLED OR KNOWN BY THE NAME OR SIGN OF

THE GRIFFIN
Very advantageously situated in the preferable part of
Stanstead opposite STANSTEAD MILL

Containing very extensive Ale, Wine and
Liquor Cellarage, a Bar, good Tap Room.
Three Parlours, Kitchen, Wash House, Dairy,
Capital Plant, Vats and Beer Casks; six good
Bedrooms, Pleasure and Kitchen Gardens, extensive
Stabling, Chaise House, Cart and Cattle Sheds,
Hen-House, Cow-House, Large Yard, Paddock, &c.
Also a COW LEASH in STANSTEAD MARSH
To be Sold by Auction,

By Mr Jackson
At the SALISBURY ARMS INN, HERTFORD
On SATURDAY, June 18, 1836,
AT THREE o’Clock, by order of the Proprietor.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION MAY BE HAD ON THE
COMPLETION OF THE PURCHASE

At the same time and place will be Sold,
THE GROWING CROPS OF

CLOVER, GRASS, & LUCERNE

HERTFORDSHIRE
IMPORTANT

Freehold estate
in the

County of Herts
By Messrs Strick and Pryor
Instructions received on behalf of the estate of the late
W. H. Fielde esq. to submit by sale by public
Auction on Thurs. March 17th 1836 at 12 O’ Clock
At the Salisbury Arms Inn at Hertford.
In lots of these very important estates situated in
And embracing a considerable portion
Of the Parish of Stanstead one of the best agricultural
District of the County. Comprising the extensive
And well arranged:-

Water Corn Mills
called Stanstead Mill with the genteel
residence, offices, store room and stabling attached thereto
AN EXTENSIVE RIGHT OF FISHING IN THE RIVER LEA

“The Red Lion” at Stanstead.
An eligibly situated and old established freehold Inn with the
most complete premises, including Brewhouse, ample stabling and
large farmyard together with compact farm attached thereto.
Numerous handsome
enclosures and parcels of arable land
well watered meadows situated in and comprising of
Innings Mead, Garretts Field, Great Haw Field, Round Mead,
Great Dairy Field & Rye Meads containing altogether some 80 acres.
A dwelling House and Smiths Shop.
A well secured rental of £45 per annum
paid by the Trustees of the River Lea.
And other
Valuable property
all in occupation of highly
respected tenancy. Forming altogether one of the finest
properties in the County and presenting favourable
opportunities for making permanent and secure investments.
The whole to be worth £700 per annum
Strike and Pryor Land & Timber Offices
24 Mark Lane
London
Offices also in Hertford & Waltham Abbey

